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Me

• Rookie officer in DFW (patrol; intel)

• Co-Founder (with Sgt Dave Henderson) of Police-Led 
Intelligence (policeledintelligence.com)

• Intelligence Analyst & Consultant
– Provide analysis and consultation to local, county and federal 

organizations on intelligence. Provide intelligence, network security, 
anti-corporate espionage consulting for F1000 

• Founder of security practice at 451 Group
– Former VP of Research Operations at enterprise IT industry analyst 

firm



A Disclaimer

• This is a room full of cops, and 
I am a rookie, not a veteran. 

• I am not presuming to teach 
you how to suck eggs, 

• My talk is to highlight the 
realm of the possible with 
respect to technology

• My goal is to facilitate 
discussion among 
stakeholders, by establishing a 
mutually understandable 
conversational foundation



Meet Our Lawyer:

• DISCLAIMER (Long Form):
– All the information I am about to present is my personal 

opinion and does not necessarily reflect that of any 
agency. I am here representing myself and 
policeledintelligence.com, and not any agency. No 
comment or statement of mine, and no information 
contained within this presentation should be construed 
to be representative of any agency.

• DISCLAIMER (Short Form):

– It’s all my fault.



H4X0R5! An Object Lesson

In a Nutshell: Kevin Finisterre of Digital 
Munition hacked, using free tools and 
with trivial technical effort, into and 
streamed live video from a police car.

Really.

The vendors of the different bits and 
bobs that provide the video, the 
Internet’s connectivity and the car’s 
other components, are pointing at one 
another. 



A Few Details

Late model Dodge Charger w/police package; 
Safety Vision PatrolRecorder DVR/Camera; 
Verizon Business Cellular Internet connection; 
Utility.com Rocket Mobile Communication 
appliance

Got in by asking the Telnet server on board 
for access, then copying information from the 
Telnet banner to get make/model of dash 
cam; Googled the make/model for the 
manual,  containing the default password, 
tried it and Bob’s Your Uncle.



Aftermath

• Vendors disagree about what happened.

• One said the hack is “Impossible.”

• Vendors – and some cops – agreed to yell at 
Kevin and Digital Munition for publishing 
“dangerous research.”

• Talk about shooting the messenger.



Object Lesson

• We need to understand our environments

• We need to drive our technology to serve our 
needs… 

• …not just find the cheapest thing that will do what 
we tactically need. 

• We must forge better relationships with technology:

– We must understand our technological needs

– We must articulate them to vendors

– We must partner with vendors and innovators



Visualize the Future

• We will commit no acts of innovation today

• Let’s think five years out:

– What does the patrol car of 2016 look like?

– What technologies are available within it?

• How do those technologies work together?

• How do they support the information and intelligence 
strategies of the agency?



Technologies in the Patrol Car

• Single pane of glass

• Tactically supportable voice recognition

• *CIC/NCIC, DMV, regional, etc lookup

• Analysis output voice/text resembling dispatch response

• Autofill electronic citation (allowing for officer discretion)

• Pre-populate any field from any other (eg, LPR)

• Remote kill switch

• I seriously wouldn’t mind a little Kevlar

• Is this really so far out there?  



While I’m in Fantasy Land…

I also want a pony. 



No, seriously. 

• What technologies do we need to get to that 
fantasy place? Every piece of this puzzle is 
available now, off-the-shelf. 

• It’s been around for years.

• LPR is here, now. 

• Each component mentioned is Internet enabled

• XML, RDBMS

• VR is perhaps 12 months away



Not much of a technical issue

Technology Available now Available soon Needs Development

SPOG X

LPR X

CITATION MANAGER X

Automated *CIS Analysis X

Kill switch X

Dash Cam X

Voice recognition X X

Reversed seatbelts X

Holster-friendly seats X

RDBMS X

Real Time Web Interface X

Mashup Kits X



How do I know?

• Have you ever heard of Google?

• Have you ever bought something online?

• Have you ever paid anything online?

• Do you really think what we just described is 
in any way more complicated than Google, 
eBay, PayPal or Amazon.com? 



What About The Car?

• What about hard plastic back-seats? 

• Cutouts for our guns? 

• Seatbelts that make sense?

• Better and more integrated lights? 

• All this is available either COTS or integrated 
(see Carbon Motors, Ford Interceptor, etc etc).

• It’s all too expensive… Why? 



“What’ll they think of next?”

• The vendors need to know that this is 
important to you.

• If you don’t tell them, they won’t know. 

• Agencies must work together to get 
economies of scale sufficient to incentivize 
vendors

• We all must speak the same language.



All that was the introduction.

The three key takeaways are:

Integration.

Simplicity.

Utility.



It’s not necessarily about cost

• A purpose built something that works is better 
than not having it. 

• There may be grant money

• It’s best when you have product that help you 
get grant money to buy other products

• The cost:benefit analysis must take into 
account utility, integration and simplicity.



Integration

• This stuff just must work together. There is no 
excuse not to.

• It must work not just with the systems it 
expects to, it must speak to everything.

• Even highly tactical products (ShotSpotter, 
pole cams, LPRs) have a wider strategic value.

• Failure to integrate relegates potentially 
strategic tools to the realm of the tactical. 



Simplicity

• All of this fails if it is not simple. 

• Cops are not renowned for their computer 
prowess

• These must be field tested; force the vendors 
to go on ride-outs and see their product in 
action.

• Vendors: when you make a product for cops, 
have your dad run it through its paces. If he 
can’t? It’s Not Simple Enough.



Utility

• The stuff has to do what we need it to do

• Building tech for cops is not the same as building 
tech for school buses, banks, manufacturing firms or 
anyone not cops. 

• The utility of the product is directly related to its 
integration and its simplicity, but it transcends those 
characteristics. 

• Utility is the ability of a product to change the way 
we work, make us more effective, keep us safer. 



Let’s Reduce The Suck

Questions?

policeledintelligence@gmail.com

http://policeledintelligence.com


